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Project Goals



Project Outline
2018 2019

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

1. Select AV content

2. Review tools

3. Investigate workflows

4. Integrate in DAMS

5. Evaluation



Partnerships at Marriott Library

Department Function Project Role

Audio-Visual 

Archive
Collects unique regional 

moving images and sounds

Select and analyze files of various 

representative genres, formats, and 

quality for project tests

Digital Library 

Services

Conducts digitization, digital 

preservation, and metadata 

creation

Oversee creation of captions and 

transcripts by student transcriptionist, 

Google Speech-to-Text, and vendor

Digital Infrastructure 

Development

Manages the technical 

framework of the digital 

library

Set-up outsourced transcription APIs, 

integrate transcript and caption display 

into the digital library public interface



File Selection Grid



Potential Tools



Project Tools



Student Research Assistant - Stefano Kinkade



Workflow 1 - manual transcription - oTranscribe



Workflow 1 - manual transcription - Movie Captioner



Workflow 2 - Google speech API with manual review

Google Generated Transcript

00:00:14.592 --> 00:00:15.104

Who's quarterback in

00:00:18.432 --> 00:00:18.944

Outside

00:00:22.528 --> 00:00:23.040

The more

00:00:23.552 --> 00:00:24.064

Forgivable

00:00:24.320 --> 00:00:25.088

4 yards

Manually Corrected

00:00:14.180 --> 00:00:18.110

dangerous quarterback. Going to go back. First 

throw, a quick one-man screen,

00:00:18.130 --> 00:00:22.140

outside after four, nope three yards and that is 

all. Looked like it might go

00:00:22.160 --> 00:00:23.150

for more but-

00:00:23.170 --> 00:00:24.080

Forgivable, 

00:00:24.100 --> 00:00:25.080

4 yards



Workflow 3 - Outsource to Vendor



Workflow 3 - Rev



Project tracking logs - Student’s log



Project tracking logs - Compiled log



Cost comparison for all workflows

Filename Clip length

Workflow 1 

Manual 

Transcription

Workflow 2

Google 

Speech API

Workflow 3

Rev

13_Employment_SpeedsUp 50:26 $160.33 $120.70 rejected

A0194_09.wav 25:59 $29.50 $41.33 $25.99

74-7-24-

47_HeartThrobsOfTheWest_TheDorionW

oman-WAV
11:49 $33.67 $21.50 $11.82

A0095_HeverJSessions-WAV 54:27 $109.50 $95.17 $54.45

A0095_MaymeWellsLower-WAV 47:43 $98.67 $140.33 $47.72



Example -- A0212_02_Seeing_is_Believing

Manual Transcription Google Transcription Rev Transcription

Good evening ladies and 

gentlemen, in our discussion of 

the philosophical issues that 

human being experience -

ahem- I want to turn our 

attention tonight to a 

phenomenon that I think we all 

commonly believe. And the 

thing that I'm referring to is 

the kind of sense experience 

we have. I would guess that 

most of us think that the kinds of 

things that we believe are 

reliable if they come to us out of 

our sense experience. 

Good evening ladies and 

gentlemen No discussion of 

the philosophical issues that 

human beings experience

I want to turn our 

attention to an eye to eye 

Phenomena that I think we all 

commonly believe And the 

thing that I'm referring to us 

he kind of sense experience 

we have I would guess that 

most of us think That the kinds of 

things that we believe are 

reliable if they come to us out of 

our sense Experience

Good evening, ladies and 

gentlemen. In our discussion of 

the philosophical issues that 

human beings experience,

I want to turn our 

attention tonight to a 

phenomenon that I think we all 

commonly believe. And the 

thing that I'm referring to is 

the kind of sense experience 

we have. I would guess that 

most of us think that the kinds 

of things that we believe are 

reliable if they come to us out of 

our sense experience.



Example -- 13_Employment_SpeedsUp

Manual Transcription Google Transcription 

I've spent a great deal of time in the last few 

months 00:13 [unclear][something full?]. It's a very 

interesting and informative program for you. Um, 

we think that the whole issue of employment is 

exceedingly important because a great many 

women work. Um, you probably heard this rumor -

or myth- going around that, well, we women don't 

work quite 00:35 [unclear] concerned about 

employment. What, uh, that they aren't realizing 

that over half of our population are women, and 

over half of those women work between the ages 

of six to 18 to 64. And you've also maybe heard 

myths, well, women do work and possibly work 

because, uh, or they'd like the 01:00 [social 

jealousy?]. 

what does a good killing time the last few 

months will be very 

interesting

employment is 

exceedingly a great many 

women work you probably heard this rumor 

going around that well if we women don't 

work

what does you may not realize it's

been over half of our population our limit and 

over half of those ribbons work you can get into

the 6th 1864 Operation Christmas

what I was going to do work and probably work 

because they like your social 

or are they



Stefano’s Final Report





Integrating into digital library

https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=1398537
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=1398537


Workflows for Future Captioning Projects

Workflow diagram courtesy of Brian McBride
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